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This innovative how-to book is filled with lots of sound instruction and experienced observation to

help owners train their horses and correct common mistakes.Proper equipment, reward systems,

halter obstacle training techniques--including setting up the halter stance--basic and advanced

obstacles, trailer loading, teaching the horse to jump, beginning and advanced jumps, hunter

training, and valuable insight into all three disciplines pack the pages of this powerful guide.Jennifer

Garrett--a seasoned exhibitor, youth champion, experienced trainer, and apprentice judge--has

pooled her knowledge and experience to share with you.Photographs, illustrations, full index, and

glossary help you get the most out of TRAINING MINIATURE PERFORMANCE HORSES.
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My thirteen year old used this book and it helped her train her mini. She took Reserved Grand

Champion in obstacles at our county fair this summer.

We've only been into minis for a short period of time. This book was a nice overall perspective on

the different events and how to train for them. We have cart minis and were looking to start some in

the in-hand classes. Good basic book.

As an experienced horse person just getting into minis, I was hoping for a truly comprehensive

guide to training and showing them in obstacle and jumping classes. This book is not that.This is a

TINY book-- 72 pages of very large type, and it took me about half an hour to read. The author is

very young, and the simplistic style is appropriate for young readers (pre-teens and younger teens)



and beginners. Seasoned horse owners, however, will quickly tire of the constant reminders to

praise the horse, not stand directly behind the horse, etc.That said, there IS some useful information

here for people who aren't at all familiar with obstacle classes. I particularly appreciated the sample

course diagrams. But it's more "quick introduction" than "comprehensive guide."I don't regret

reading it, but I wouldn't have paid $12 for it had I realized what I was getting.

Purchased this for my 12 year old daughter who just recently became a proud owner of a miniature

horse. Was thinner than expected but she enjoyed all the good information.

Excellent book if you want to learn how to get your Minature ready for Shows or if you just want to

enjoy your Minature & learn how to play & enjoy them.
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